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About This Game

A fantasy voyage through the great mythologies, Loki allows the player to take on the role of one of the four heroes of the
game, each drawn from a different mythology: a mighty Norse fighter, a fierce Greek warrior, a powerful Egyptian magician or

an Aztec shaman who masters the secrets of the spirit world.
Whatever hero the player adopts, he must come to the aid of the gods he worships. He will come to realize that behind the chaos

that is threatening his world lies Seth, the Egyptian god of darkness and evil, who has returned from the kingdom of the dead.
The hero must therefore undertake an epic journey across the various epochs and myths. He will fight a multitude of monsters

of all shapes and sizes, and even overthrow a few gods, on his way to preventing Seth establish his wicked reign.

An epic adventure across four great mythologies - Aztec, Egyptian, Greek and Norse - allowing the player to live
through many of the key episodes that mark these cultures (the siege of Troy, Ragnarok, ......) and setting him in the path
of the most prominent figures within each episode (Achilles, Thor, Akhenaton...)

Choose from four different heroes with radically different attributes and powers. Each hero has a vast array of spells and
skills to help him through his quest.

More than 100 monsters of all shapes and sizes.

Dare to take on mythological creatures that struck fear into the hearts of our ancestors (Fenrir the giant wolf, the
Minotaur in his labyrinth, ...)
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Innumerable story lines through random generation of decors and items, so that nobody lives the same experience and
allowing the game to be played many times without the hero ever having the same set of weapons, armour or spells.

Weapons, being made of two parts (loosely «handle» + «cutting edge») and from different materials, can be customised
at the village forge to change characteristics. Magic runes, found along the way, can multiply a weapon's power.
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Title: Loki
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Cyanide Studios
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2007
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Simple, yet challenging. Very immersive. I've had a few close calls with the ceiling fan light.... Great game! Very fun. I will play
a lot. I love you dude. You are very cool. Keep up the good work.. This game is better than I've expected.
One of the best adventure games I played.
Pros:
+Great story
+Funny
+Borderlands world
+Characters
Cons:
-None

Definitely 10/10. Updated English version for 2hu weebs, especially Madu:3

That game was the first Chinese VN on Steam and it\u2019s regarded as the milestone of Chinese indie game history.
However, it\u2019s ruined by the argument between publisher, developers and gamers.

If you played the game you might know Bai Qu, the second Steam game of the game studio.
If you purchase Bai Qu you\u2019d get a free Shan Gui copy.

Shan Gui on Steam, the :verybad: game I reviewed, it\u2019s a shame.
Shan Gui doesn\u2019t belong to the game studio and it\u2019s regarded as a dead game.

So I wrote reviews for potential Shan Gui supporters, wanna suggest them to buy Bai Qu and get free Shan Gui in-BaiQu-app.
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http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/516600\/Bai_Qu\/. This is the first module I bought for DCS and I whole-heartedly
recommend it. The exterior model is drop dead beautiful and I have not had a single bug or problem. I also found a soundmod
with which I sometimes think I am actually inside a jet fighter. See my not very serious video where I also have a link to the
sound mod

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZkUiC_o9o-M

The plane is powerful and maneuvrable but not exactly forgiving - at least I crash a lot from aerobatic maneuvres. So either I am
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just too inexperienced or not paying enough attention for a high fidelity simulation. Though I have played simulations before, I
was simply shocked by the aerodynamic modelling. Unlike in older games you can't just pull the stick fully in any direction
(especially not the rudders), or you become unconscious, or enter a stall, or probably both.

I even managed to shut down my engine by trying an inverted loop, and since I didn't know how to start it in mid air, I had to
eject the plane!

If you love the shape and history of the Mig 15, get it. I can not report any of the problems some people have with this mod. The
downside is of course the lack of a lot of ordnance and missions \/ campaigns. This may be a letdown, but I'd rather take a very
well made plane with little to no extras, than the other way round.. Don't even bother. Seriously. I have regrets in life, and this is
my biggest one.. Game is too easy and needs serious polishing. Coding is not optimized so there are slow game play issues.
Overall it is a fun game and has some interesting twists for units, but unless you really need a new rts stick to something tested
and optimized. Having a major framerate drop during a 10 v 10 unit skirmish kills the mood.. If you ever have an urge to start
from a simple trader and build a vast and expanding trade empire, Patrician 3 is for you.. Minimalist graphics, elegant
gameplay, excellent music. Amazing game that enchants with its simplicity
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This is a decent piece of DLC and Worth picking up for the Class 47 and Mk2's. The HST is an added bonus but you can
download a branding patch for the Virgin livery included in the AP Valenta enhancement pack from TrainSimDesigns which is
way better IMO. funny and diverse. Awesome game.. Terrible terrible unfinished buggy pile of garbage. Seriously, don't waste
your time. I expect this was intended to be a high school kid's senior project. It should never have been released to the general
public.

The menus are straight from the N64. The strangest part is you earn money when you race that you can use to unlock other
tracks, you cannot buy cars or mods (colors and rims, no upgrades) with money. For that you need to buy "coins" that can in turn
be used to buy cars and mods...How stupidly unnecessary is that?

The control scheme is not set up for the XB360 controller and in fact cannot even be configured on the two triggers for brake
and reverse because it only uses one axis. The cars are floaty and prone to flipping. When I say "cars" I mean car. I only tried
out one because that's all you can choose from until you buy some coins to buy more cars. Based on the maneuverabilty of the
AI cars though there doesn't seem to be any difference. Also, the tracks are not well designed and it's easy to exploit them to get
far ahead of the AI racers. Normally I'd call this a "shortcut" but it feels more like bad design considering how easy it is.

But hey, you can put your FPS on the screen...in case you want to benchmark with this crap. Because I'm sure that has come up
before. You can also manually adjust the steering levels, because the developer couldn't be bothered to make the cars driveable.
Maybe you'll have better luck!. One of these unconventional games which leave you thinking about not-sure-what, but that are
completely worth playing. Euclidean is a trip to a particular representation of death -double smashing if you are on drugs, I
suppose-. Lots of people say that the atmosphere has a Lovecraftian essence, and I have to agree with that since those
geometrical forms, and, above all, those mother♥♥♥♥in cones remind me to the darkest stories of "At the Mountain of
Madness" so far, and Cthulu's shadow is undoublty present through those minecraft-jellyfishes (whose tentacles were the main
authors of my countless deaths).
In order to finish this short impression, I think it's hard to determiner wheter I would reccommend this game to everyone. Of
course, for me this can be perceived as a piece of art, but not everybody will feel satisfied with this proposal. What can be said
for sure is that Euclidean will leave a trace on your soul no matter your preferences can be.. I love all of the worms series, this
game was totally worth it. It's awesome!. Sick of all these people takling bad about this game and its dlcs.
Like really grow up.
Either play the game without the dlc's or dont.
But these dlc's are amazing.
Really makes the game more better.
. Great game to play if you like a shotgun which blasts you out of the map. This is a puzzle/hidden object/adventure game. It's
cute and fun to play.
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